Introduction {#s1}
============

Dance and Spectating {#s1-1}
--------------------

Dance is a fundamental form of human expression that involves rhythmic or arrhythmic body movements, and often but not always is accompanied by music. It is performed alone or as a collective activity and is practiced in many cultures as a form of emotional expression, social interaction, or exercise. The kind of movements that can be considered as dance movements is difficult to establish in part due to the variety of dance styles that exist, each with their own historical and cultural specificities. Despite the differences, in all types of dance, the way the dancer moves seem to differ from the way we move in everyday life, sometimes in subtle manners. Similarly, watching dance might require a way to observe movements that is different from the way we observe movements in everyday life. In general, the attitude toward an artwork has been thought by some critics to evoke an openness, attentiveness and lucidity that allow a spectator to grasp without intention, but readiness, an artwork (Macel, [@B45]). Therefore, spectating is not simply sitting and being "moved" by the artwork. It is an active attitude. In addition, different persons may have different attitudes in relation to an artwork, which, in turn, may affect the way they perceive an artwork (Macel, [@B45]). In this scenario, spectating is both the specific ways we observe dance and the specific ways dance affects us. Here, we aimed at investigating how dance perception affects us, on cognitive and physiological dimensions, and how these modulations are related to our subjective experience.

The confluence of bodily movements, gestural expressions, and rhythm---whether observed by an audience or performed by dancers---is able to imbue the participants with feelings and emotions that compose the aesthetic experience of dance. Emotions are a fundamental aspect of many perceptual or cognitive states (Duncan and Barrett, [@B18]), and the experience of dance is clearly imprinted with emotions. In this context, a number of key questions about the experience of dance remain unanswered: What is the relation between the dancers' experience and the spectators' experience? Is there any relationship between the cognitive or physiological states experienced by the spectators and the one experienced by performers? Could the concomitant experience of dance induce analogous states between the dancers and the spectators, and is there any causal association between these states? Such challenging questions have just recently entered into consideration in cognitive neuroscience.

A hallmark aspect of dance, its rhythmical structure, has inspired a series of studies on dance production (e.g., Brown and Parsons, [@B5]). Less studied is the question of how such rhythms are perceived by, and affect the spectators. Furthermore, every dance piece or style contains multiple rhythms at different dimensions and granularities. Sometimes these rhythms can be clearly observed in the movement pattern or the music; they are explicit, but in other cases these rhythms emerge from the structure of the choreography or the state of the dancers (they could be considered as implicit). In contemporary dance, implicit rhythms are of particular interest since it is often the case that the music (if present at all) and the movement lack an explicit rhythmical structure. In order to study implicit rhythms we need to deepen our understanding of a dance specific choreographic structure, and to look at the individual dancer's cognitive and physiological states underlying their quality of movement. Here, we will revisit the notions of mirroring and coupling of rhythms (or entrainment) from their sources in bodily movements and their neural representations. Next, we will propose a redefinition of entrainment that covers a wider range of phenomena beyond explicit rhythms, to include implicit rhythms (rhythms that are "under the skin"). We will use a unique choreographic style as our paradigm to investigate a specific case of rhythmic entrainment, and a multi-level methodology to study its physiological and cognitive aspects. Bearing in mind that a true understanding of dance spectating should take into consideration the subjective experience of dance, we elaborated a series of questions---in the form of a *post hoc* questionnaire---whose answers will guide the interpretation of our experimental findings.

Movement, Feeling and Myriam Gourfink's Work {#s1-2}
--------------------------------------------

At the heart of dance spectating is the observation of sophisticated bodily movements performed by dancers. Neuroscientists have studied extensively how action is realized in the nervous system and what are the effects of such representations in cognition and perception. Action representation has been shown to be multifaceted and to span multiple levels of complexity in the neuroaxis that increases from the muscle to the spine, and to the brain (Grafton and Hamilton, [@B26]). The multifaceted aspect of action has led investigators to consider that action and perception are two facets of the same phenomenon. Perception has been thought of as an implicit preparation to respond (Sperry, [@B56]). The view that action and perception are coupled has been in part supported by the discovery of mirror neurons in the monkey motor cortex that exhibit similar responses to the sight of a given action and to the execution of the same action (di Pellegrino et al., [@B17]; Rizzolatti et al., [@B52]). The regained interest in this topic has inspired further investigations of potential relationships between action and perception. The outcome of all these studies is that not only actions are represented in the nervous system, but also that these representations can be emulated covertly or overtly in a number of ways, including the observations of other's movements (Jeannerod, [@B34]). Evidence supporting this conclusion comes from a variety of studies analyzing motor potentials (e.g., Fadiga et al., [@B20]) and motor-related brain activity (e.g., Stevens et al., [@B57]; Buccino et al., [@B6]). These studies show that the mere observation of other's movements evokes(?) a specific and exquisite regulation of the motor nervous system in the observer. This evidence is extended to situations where we perform and observe complex sequences of movements, like in dance. In a study that involved dance experts of capoeira and ballet watching these distinct types of dances, Calvo-Merino et al. ([@B9]) showed more engagement of action-related neural systems when dancers observed movements in which they have been trained. Cross et al. ([@B15]) further extended these studies, showing that the involvement of action-related brain systems systematically builds up as dancers practice their movements along 5 weeks of training. Lastly, Jola et al. ([@B35]) has shown that the experience of dance, merely as spectator, modulates specific motor responses when beholding a dance style to which the observer has been accustomed. Overall, these studies demonstrate that spectating a dance piece engages our own motor system.

Are the cognitive and emotional states that emerge during dance spectating mediated via these action simulation mechanisms? In the field of neuroaesthetics, the perception of artworks such as paintings was shown to involve activation of perceptual and affective brain systems (Jacobsen et al., [@B33]; Nadal et al., [@B46]; Chatterjee, [@B12]). In addition, some recent investigations have suggested that action neural systems are engaged in aesthetic judgments of artworks (e.g., Kawabata and Zeki, [@B37]; Cela-Conde et al., [@B11]). One of the notions suggested in this framework is that the artist's actions could be captured in the artwork style, and thus elicit an embodied simulation response in the observer (Freedberg and Gallese, [@B22]). For example, observing the brush-strokes of a canvas could evoke the artist's intentions through a motor simulation in the observer. Recent evidence gives support to these hypotheses. For instance, Leder et al. ([@B43]) showed that active execution of movements increases the viewer's liking rates when they match the style of the paintings.

The case of dance seems to be very well suited to evaluate these theories insofar as the art object contains live bodily movements. In fact, a study conducted by Calvo-Merino et al. ([@B10]) analyzed brain activity while naïve participants evaluated short sequences of dance in distinct aesthetic dimensions. They showed that high ratings were associated with a stronger engagement of action-related neural systems. This and other studies indicate that the aesthetic experience of dance involves sensorimotor processing (arguably) of the gesture underlying the artwork (Calvo-Merino et al., [@B10]; Cross et al., [@B16]). In addition, one could argue that the aesthetic experience of the spectator could be associated with explicit emotional responses. In fact, dance gestures and movements can be explicitly expressive and thus could evoke emotional responses in the public (Atkinson et al., [@B1]). However, in many cases in contemporary dance, the aesthetic experience can be derived neither from explicit emotional expressions nor the production of recognizable gestures, since the dance work can eschew both elements. In these conditions the dance experience could emerge from the "infusion" or "permeation" of physiological or cognitive states between the dancers and the public (Haggard, [@B28]). In order to inform our research on spectating, we take into account studies in the field of humanities and performance, which by focusing on the uniqueness of each artistic proposal and the spectator attitude, examine the multiplicity and complexity of this experience at several dimensions: the visual part, the kinesthetic part, as well as at different levels: sensory, emotional, imaginative and interpretive. The studies presented here, and the larger research program which they are part of, are an attempt to build bridges between the humanities and the cognitive sciences. The approach consists in taking into consideration both the aesthetic and phenomenological aspects of spectating when setting-up experimental protocols. We believe this kind of bi-directional bridge has the potential to enrich both quantitative research common to the cognitive sciences and qualitative research practiced in dance studies. While the phenomenological perspective allows for a more nuanced and rich modeling of the subjective experience, experimental data can help clarify some of the neurophysiological mechanisms at play. Here, we investigated changes in the cognitive and physiological states of participants spectating a distinctive dance style, that of the French choreographer Myriam Gourfink.

The choreographer Myriam Gourfink has developed a specific speed and quality of movement that make her style unique and recognizable beyond the specificities of each piece (for internet examples see: [www.myriam-gourfink.com/deperdition.html](http://www.myriam-gourfink.com/deperdition.html) and [www.myriam-gourfink.com/uneLenteMastication.html](http://www.myriam-gourfink.com/uneLenteMastication.html)). Dancers can spend 8 min to cross 10 cm (Lesauvage and Piettre, [@B44]). Gourfink's style is characterized by a movement speed far below these regular bodily movements such as regular walking, tapping or clapping (with a frequency between 120 and 130 bpm). Gourfink's continuous extremely slow movement (with no change in the rhythm) doesn't consist in slowing down or reproducing one movement more slowly. It is induced by a technique that changes brain and body states: "energy yoga". According to the choreographer \[it\] is the breathing that entrains this slowing-down of movement (Lesauvage and Piettre, [@B44]). The fundamental aspect of energy yoga is the generation of slow movements and controlled breathing (Lesauvage and Piettre, [@B44]). During the energy yoga sessions and during the performance, dancers share their attention between the respiration, micro-movement and body sensations (Lesauvage and Piettre, [@B44]). Energy yoga is at the root of the company's training: at each rehearsal, the dancers and the choreographer practice this yoga-meditation during up to 5 h before beginning the dance practice. Every live performance is also preceded by a few hours of yoga practice that brings about the characteristic quality of presence and speed of movement. In addition, neither mimicry nor theatralized expressions can interrupt the spectator's experience. The hallmark of Myriam Gourfink's work is a slowness of movement and an intimately associated slowness of respiratory rate. This extremely slow movement challenges the spectator's perceptive systems. One often experiences blindness to the progressive postural changes in the visual scene. In addition, some spectators report a strange experience of space and time just after the presentation and are surprised by the objective length of the performance that they often underestimate. The effects that Myriam Gourfink's choreography produces on spectators have been subject to many studies in the field of performance, phenomenology and aesthetics. In general, theses studies show that spectators can "lose spatiotemporal marks" (Fontaine, [@B21], p.137) and become "aware of her/his perceptual experience" moment to moment (Gioffredi, [@B24]). One major effect of her choreography is an increased bodily self-consciousness and kinesthetic sensation. The studies presented here (and the labodanse project) represent a first attempt to bring together theoretical and experimental methods from humanities and the cognitive sciences to study the experience of spectators of Myriam Gourfink's work, with the more general intention to build up an integrated view of dance spectating. These studies are highly informed by the qualitative literature that shapes our hypothesis space and at the same time allow us to explore (quantitatively) relationships between different dimensions of the subjective experience and between subjective experience and (intersubjective) physiological factors.

Beyond Explict Rhythms {#s1-3}
----------------------

One key element of dance---present as well in Myriam Gourfink's work---is its dynamic inter-subjective aspect. This implies a co-presence of bodies and a real time relationship between the experience of the spectators and the one of the performers. An emergent idea in cognitive neuroscience is that coordinated behavior between two or more persons is a fundamental aspect of human interaction (Knoblich and Sebanz, [@B38]). Coordinated behavior can be achieved via the attunement of a person's rhythms to the rhythms of another person, an entrainment. The notion of entrainment has been borrowed from physics to indicate the phenomenon by which two rhythmic processes interact with each other so that they adjust themselves and eventually become rhythmically coupled (like bearing the same phase; Clayton, [@B13]). This notion was extended beyond physics to include many natural and cultural phenomena that have a periodic nature. Examples of such phenomena include the synchronous activity of neuronal groups, the synchronous social behavior in animals and cultural phenomena such as dance. Since humans coordinate their activities in a variety of events during daily life, this coordinated behavior has been thought to be important in social interactions, and has been said to promote cooperation (van Baaren et al., [@B58]). Coordinated motor responses seem to arise even in the absence of any explicit instructions to do so. Richardson et al. ([@B50]) studied interpersonal coordination between two people sitting side-by-side in rocking chairs. They observed that people unintentionally synchronized, and that the strength of such coupling relied upon information that the participants have of each other. Entrainment has been studied also in relation to musical action synchronization (Clayton, [@B13]) as well as synchronization between two or more dancers performing a rhythmically structured movement (see the current issue). Here, we propose to enlarge the notion of entrainment to incorporate a wider spectrum of phenomena, and include the dynamic coordination that happens in the absence of an explicit rhythmical structure, like in many forms of contemporary dance. This may allow us to measure coordinated behavior that may not bear strict oscillatory features. We suggest that audience entrainment could be measured by assessing the coordination of physiological activities between performers and spectators at multiple levels: autonomic, kinesthetic, and neural. In our study, we aimed at investigating entrainment by inspecting two kinds of rhythms that could be particularly modulated by Myriam Gourfink's work: the respiratory rate and the internal temporal clock.

The respiratory rate is a signal of the autonomic nervous system, thought to echo emotional states and responses (Boiten et al., [@B4]). Autonomic signals such as the respiratory rate, and others such as cardiac responses, have also been studied in the context of real-time inter-subjective engagement. For instance, certain studies have assessed coordination of autonomic signals between pairs. Respiratory and cardiac responses have been shown to be coordinated between romantic partners (Helm et al., [@B30]). In addition, researchers have found, in a more natural setting, a co-variation of cardiac responses between participants and spectators in a collective ritual (Konvalinka et al., [@B39]). More recently, other studies have investigated collective vs. individual behavior and have shown coordination of autonomic signals, in this case, respiratory responses, even in the absence of synchronized actions (Codrons et al., [@B14]). Since respiration is a fundamental aspect of Myriam Gourfink's work and respiration synchronization has been shown to be associated with intersubjective coordination, we set up a first experiment to explore this topic. In this experiment we analyze whether synchronous respiratory rates between spectators and performers were correlated with subjective reports (in particular, those reflecting attention to respiration).

The experience of time has been thought by some investigators to be dependent on an internal clock mechanism or pacemaker (Hoagland, [@B31]). In this model pulses are accumulated, stored in working memory, and then compared to a reference (Gibbon et al., [@B23]). The estimation of time has been shown to be modulated by a complex ensemble of brain-body factors that include cognitive, emotional and physical states (Wittmann and van Wassenhove, [@B61]) and by the characteristics of the stimulus we perceive (Nather et al., [@B47]). Attention and arousal have a decisive role in time perception. An increase of arousal induced by emotions like fear (Grommet et al., [@B27]), or induced by physical activities, bring about temporal over-estimation (Cahoon, [@B7]). On the other hand, altered states of consciousness induced by "brain-body techniques" such as hypnosis (Schwartz, [@B54]) and mindfulness meditation (Berkovich-Ohana et al., [@B3]) have been reported to induce temporal under-estimation. These states are associated with an increase of attention (particularly internalized) and reduced arousal. Interoceptive focus has been shown to increase time distortion in both senses: over and under estimation (Pollatos et al., [@B49]). Studies show that temporal over-estimation can be induced by static pictures depicting distinct body postures (Nather et al., [@B47]; Orgs et al., [@B48]), or video stimuli portraying dance movements displayed at different speeds (Sgouramani and Vatakis, [@B55]), suggesting thus, that modulations of the speed of an observed (or implied) body movements might have an effect on the perception of time. As discussed earlier, extremely slow movements are fundamental in Myriam Gourfink's work. According to aesthetic and phenomenological studies a major effect of this choreography on the spectator is an increased awareness of movement, millimeter per millimeter, a changed temporal awareness associated with an increased interoceptive focus, and an increased kinesthetic sensation (Gioffredi, [@B24]). In this sense, studies in aesthetics guided our experimental work for the construction of a *post hoc* questionnaire. As in studies focusing on meditation---which investigate the relationship between time perception, attention regulation and body awareness in a "static posture" (Sauer et al., [@B53]; Kramer et al., [@B40]; Wittmann et al., [@B60])---Myriam Gourfink's work is also an interesting way to explore the relationship between time perception and bodily awareness as well as movement (and its perception). In our second experiment we analyzed whether time distortion effects in the spectators were correlated with their subjective reports (engagement, attention to the movement and interoceptive awareness).

Our investigation is inscribed in the approach to human interaction as a dynamic phenomenon that could be better understood using real-life paradigms. Instead of using video stimuli we use paradigms where spectators attend to a real performance in a theatre or attend to a semi-controlled experimental setting (spectators observe live extracts of the full performance in a dance studio).We think that this methodology has the potential to provide a better insight into how dance performance affects spectators. Video presentations do not always produce the same neuro-kinaesthetic effects that a live performance does (Jola and Grosbras, [@B36]). In the spirit of the neurophenomenological approach (e.g., Varela, [@B59]) we elaborated a series of questionnaires and a multilevel approach to combine first and third person perspectives. For this study, we chose four questions that allow us to investigate the emotional engagement, kinesthetic attention and interoception degree or rate of the spectators. In this pilot study, we aimed at elaborating an integrative experimental approach that allows us to understand dance spectating. Further experimentation and improvement of our approach will be necessary to draw more definite conclusions.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Respiratory Entrainment and Subjective Engagement {#s2-1}
-------------------------------------------------

We investigated whether respiratory entrainment was associated with the subjective engagement of the spectators. First, we measured the breathing patterns from both the dancers and the spectators to investigate respiratory entrainment. Next, we evaluated if the strength of the entrainment was correlated with the subjective experience of the spectators which was estimated using post-performance questionnaires (section Questionnaire). We performed this experiment in a semi-naturalistic setting where participants were invited to watch excerpts of Gourfink's choreography in a dance studio. The experimental sessions were performed without music.

### Subjects {#s2-1-1}

We collected 28 measures in total. The measures were recorded separately over 4 sessions, where 7 audience members participated each time. From the total of participants 4 participated twice. Spectators (20 females, 4 males, mean age = 32 years, SD = 6.93) have all, but one, dance experience (13.3 years on average). The dancers were from Myriam Gourfink's company and performed in all sessions. All participants provided written informed consent according to institutional guidelines of the local research ethics committee (in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki) and were compensated for their participation.

### Procedure {#s2-1-2}

The experiment consisted in 4 experimental sessions (Centre National de la Danse, Pantin). In each session 4 excerpts of Gourfink's choreography were presented. Upon arrival, spectators filled a general information questionnaire and were fitted with the Bioharness 3 sensor (a chest belt, Bioharness 3, Zephyr, USA). Breathing rate was collected using a mechanical breathing rate sensor embedded in the belt. The audience was then led into the dance studio and was seated in the first two rows of the tribune. The dance performance lasted about 35 min and was composed of 4 duets, each lasting about 7 min. Two dancers performed on each excerpt. The order of the duets was pseudo-randomized across sessions. After the dance performance, the audience completed a subjective appreciation questionnaire.

### Data Processing {#s2-1-3}

Breathing rate data was recorded at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. Data was filtered using a median filter (a 7th order low pass filter with a 20 sample point window). Next, the re-sampled data was z-normalized (per subject) using a pre-performance interval of 10 min as baseline. The data was synchronized across subjects using the markers (timestamp) provided by the Bioharness sensor. We then segmented the breathing rates time-courses into 4 time intervals corresponding to the 4 duets.

### Analysis {#s2-1-4}

Individual level analysis: For each spectator, we fitted the data to four (one per duet) multi-linear regression models using MATLAB R2007b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA). The regression equation was YBR(t) = aX1BR(t) + bX2BR(t). YBR is the breathing rate of the spectator during the performance of the duet. X1BR and X2BR are the breathing rates of the two dancers from the duet. To study the combined effect of the two dancers' breathing rate we extracted the model's R2 (amount of variance explained by the model) rather than the coefficients of the individual dancers. In order to estimate the overall effect of the 4 duets we then averaged the four R2 values. We shall name this measure the R2 score.

Group level analysis: Individual responses to the four target questions were modeled using linear mixed models (lm4 package for R; Bates et al., [@B62]) with "session" and "R2 score" as fixed effects and "subject" as random effect. A linear mixed model was used rather than a simple correlation test since 4 subjects participated twice (see above).

Time Perception and Subjective Engagement {#s2-2}
-----------------------------------------

Time perception is often quantified through tasks that demand the subject to estimate the duration of a stimulus presentation. We used a time perception task based on Lamotte et al. ([@B41])'s protocol to investigate the effects of Gourfink's choreography on the estimation of time by the spectators before and after the performance in order to estimate changes in their internal clock. Next, we evaluated if the scores of the individual changes were correlated with the subjective experience of the spectators which was estimated using *post hoc* questionnaires (section Questionnaire).

### Subjects {#s2-2-1}

Twelve participants were recruited at the theater Lobby near Paris prior to the live performance of Myriam Gourfink's company. All particpants provided written informed consent according to institutional guidelines of the local research ethics committee (in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki) prior to inclusion in the study. They were not paid for participation. Two groups of participants (*n* = 5 and *n* = 7) completed the task before and after the dance performance on two different evenings.

### Stimulus {#s2-2-2}

The experiment was performed in the context of a live dance performance (Souterrain; for an internet example see <http://www.myriam-gourfink.com/souterrain.html>) with 10 dancers at the "Forum du Blanc-Mesnil" theatre. For the time perception task the stimulus to be timed was a blue square (1000 × 1000 mm) presented in the center of the computer screen on a black background.

### Procedure {#s2-2-3}

Before the start of the live dance performance, participants were received in a quiet section of the theater Lobby. The participants were seated in front a computer that controlled the experimental events and recorded the responses via the Open Sesame software (version 0.26). In the task, the participants had to judge the stimulus duration in milliseconds and give their responses on a numeric keypad. They were instructed that the stimulus duration was between 200 and 1800 ms. When the participants were ready, they started a trial by pressing the spacebar. A blank screen was presented for 500 ms and then a rectangle appeared. There were 6 stimulus durations: 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, and 1400 ms. A 500 ms blank screen followed the presentation of the rectangle and then a screen displaying a request for time estimation. After the participants gave their response they had to press the spacebar to begin a new trial. Before the actual experiment participants went through a training session that started with a presentation of a single, labeled example of a 1000 ms duration, followed by 12 practice trials (of the same structure as the actual experiments) but with only 200 ms and 1600 ms durations. After training the participants performed the experiment. They completed 6 trials per each of the 6 types of presentation durations (36 total trials). After the live dance performance participants completed an identical task (without the practice block). After completing this task participants filled a questionnaire regarding their appreciation and subjective experience during the live dance performance.

### Analysis {#s2-2-4}

Our aim was to evaluate whether changes in temporal perception (indexed as the difference in subjective duration estimation before and after the performance) were correlated with changes in the degree of individual engagement and attention assessed through the post-performance questions. First we calculated the precision ratio (PR) as the difference between the subject's estimation and the actual presentation length, divided by the presentation length (Lamotte et al., [@B41]), for each trial before and after the dance performance. A negative precision value indicates an underestimation of the stimulus duration. Next, we computed the temporal precision change (TPC) of a subject as the difference of PR between these two sessions. This reflects the subject's temporal estimation changes as a consequence of beholding the dance performance. A negative TPC indicates that observing the live dance performance produces a contraction in the perception of time. Individual TPCs were calculated by taking the PRs, per trial, per subject, and entering them into a linear mixed model analysis with "session" (before/after the performance) and "date" (given that we performed the experiments on two different nights) as fixed effect and "subject" and "session" as random effects. We then extracted the model's estimate for each subject's (random) "session" effect, and added it to the fixed "session" effect estimate. The use of a mixed model to estimate individual level effects has been shown to increase the accuracy of the estimates (Efron and Morris, [@B19]). Individual TPC scores were then correlated with the individual responses to the 4 selected questions from the questionnaire.

### Questionnaire {#s2-2-5}

In both experiments, participants responded to a set of closed and open questions regarding their experience during the live dance performance. The closed questions were statements (e.g., "I enjoyed this piece") which participants were asked to evaluate on a 5-point scale (1 = fully disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = fully agree). The statements that we used for the analysis were: "I liked the performance", "I paid attention to the dancer's breath", "I paid attention to my own breathing" and "I paid attention to the dancers' muscular tension".

Results {#s3}
=======

Respiratory Entrainment and Subjective Engagement {#s3-1}
-------------------------------------------------

As an illustration of the respiratory entrainment we plot the time course of the breathing rates for two spectators and two dancers during a dance presentation (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Visual inspection suggests that the breathing rate of Spectator A is more attuned to the breathing of the dancers than the breathing rate of the spectator B. The R2 of the associated model for spectator A is indeed higher than that of the model for spectator B (0.6331 vs. 0.0263). The mean R2 score across subjects was 1.87 ± 0.063 (M ± SD).

![**Time course of the breathing rates for two spectators and two dancers during a solo dance presentation**.](fnhum-09-00179-g0001){#F1}

We modeled the individual responses to the questions with the R2 breathing scores. The regression analyses (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) showed a significant effect of ratings for two of these questions; one related with attention to one's breathing and the other related with attention to the dancers' breathing. We observed that the more attention a participant pays to her/his own breathing, the higher was her/his R2 score (indicating higher synchronization or entrainment, Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the more attention a participant paid to the dancers' breathing, the higher was his/her R2 score (indicating higher synchronization or entrainment, Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The correlations between breathing synchronization and the other two questions were non-significant (Figures [2A,C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

**Relationship between the subjective responses from the public and the synchronization of their breathing rates with that of the dancers (reflected in the R2 scores)**.

  Question                                            Rating (M ± SD)   estimated effect of R2   *T*-value   *p*- value
  --------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ------------------------ ----------- ------------
  "I liked the piece"                                 4.39 ± 1.19       −1.34                    −0.53       \> 0.1
  "Often, I paid attention to my breathing"           4.24 ± 0.83       7.73                     4.51        \< 0.001
  "I paid attention to the dancers' muscle tension"   2.88 ± 1.62       −0.82                    −0.25       \> 0.1
  "I paid attention to the dancers' breathing"        3.44 ± 1.15       9.15                     3.98        \< 0.001

*M: average; SD: standard deviation*.

![**Relationship between the subjective responses of the public to the questions regarding subjective appreciation (A); attention to one's breath (B); attention to the dancers' muscles (C) and attention to the dancers' breathing (D), and the synchronization of their breathing rates with that of the dancers (reflected in the R2 scores)**.](fnhum-09-00179-g0002){#F2}

We evaluated the effect of perceiving the performance on the participant's estimation of time. We did not observe a significant effect of session on the precision ratio at the group level (*t* = 0.802, *p* = 0.436), but we note that the coefficient was negative (*β* = −1.35607).

Time Perception and Subjective Engagement {#s3-2}
-----------------------------------------

We correlated the individual TPC scores with the individual responses to the questions. The correlation analyses (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) showed a significant effect of ratings for three of the questions; one related with attention to one's breathing, other related with attention to the dancers' breathing and other related with attention to the dancers' muscles tension. We observed that the more attention the participant pay to their own breathing, the more negative their temporal precision change (TPC) is, reflecting increased under-estimation of time (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the more attention the participant pays to the dancer's muscles tension, the more negative his/her TPC is (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, we found a marginally significant negative correlation between the degree to which a participant enjoyed the performance his/her TPC is (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The correlation between TPC and the question regarding attention to the dancer's breath was non-significant (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

**Relationship between the subjective responses from the public and the scores of estimation of time**.

  Question                                            Rating (M ± SD)   Pearson's correlation   *p*-value
  --------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ----------------------- -----------
  "I liked the piece"                                 4.08 ± 0.67       −0.57                   0.0527
  "Often, I paid attention to my breathing"           2.50 ± 1.00       −0.52                   \<0.05
  "I paid attention to the dancers' muscle tension"   2.08 ± 1.00       −0.53                   \<0.05
  "I paid attention to the dancers' breathing"        3.00 ± 1.04       −0.24                   \>0.1

*M: average; SD: standard deviation*.

![**Relationship between the subjective responses from the public to the questions regarding the subjective appreciation (A); attention to one's breath (B); attention to the dancers' muscles (C) and attention to the dancers' breathing (D), and the estimation of time (reflected in the PRC scores)**.](fnhum-09-00179-g0003){#F3}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Our aim was to conduct a proof-of-concept study. We investigated modulations of physiological and cognitive states induced when spectators behold a dance performance and if they were correlated with their subjective experience of spectating. Our specific hypotheses were guided by crossing phenomenological research on Myriam Gourfink's work, and cognitive science literature on related questions. First, in a semi-live setting we investigated whether synchronization of respiratory rates between the dancers and the public during the performance is associated with the subjective experience of the spectators. We found that individual synchronization scores (how well the breathing rate of the dancers explains the breathing rate of the spectators) were correlated with the spectator's subjective experience, specifically regarding how much the spectator paid attention to his own breathing and the breathing of the dancers. Second, in the context of a full production live performance we investigated whether changes in the temporal perception of the spectators were associated with their subjective experience during the performance. We found that the extent of time distortion effects (after vs. before the performance) correlated with the degree to which participants paid attention to the dancer's muscular activity, and paid attention to their own breathing. In addition we found a marginal correlation between change in temporal perception and subjective appreciation of the piece.

Respiratory Entrainment and Subjective Engagement {#s4-1}
-------------------------------------------------

We investigated to what extent the subjective experience of spectators observing excerpts of Myriam Gourfink choreography is associated with the strength of their breathing entrainment by the dancers. We found that the strength of breathing entrainment (R2 score) had a significant effect (in a mixed linear regression model) on the spectator's responses regarding attention to the dancers' breathing (effect size = 9.14) and their own breathing (effect size = 7.72). Our results suggest that the degree of synchronization of the participant's breathing with that of the dancers is associated with the spectators' attention to breathing. This result illustrates the role of the participant's attention to breathing in synchronous phenomena. Breath is a fundamental aspect of Myriam Gourfink's work, underlying the specific speed and quality of the dancers' movement. It seems plausible to speculate that the choreography strengthens attention toward breathing, thus producing breathing entrainment in the spectators. However, our methodology does not allow us to infer any directionality; is it the increased attention that brings about synchronization or is it the other way around? Or maybe there is a third factor? In our experiments the spectator's attention was not guided during the performance (the questions were asked post-performance). One may also wonder whether guiding the spectator's attention (for example to focus on the breathing of the dancer) will produce an increase in breathing entrainment. This can be a subject of a following study that will compare the effects of instructing the spectators to focus on distinct elements of the performance or the dancers. Given that the dancers themselves are highly focused on their breathing, a third interpretation of our results could be in terms of joint attention (not directly tested here). Could joint attention and synchronization be one and the same phenomenon? Future studies will be conducted to address these questions. Despite the role of breathing in Gourfink's work and the tight link between synchrony and inter-subjective engagement (e.g., Konvalinka et al., [@B39]), we did not observe a reliable relationship between respiratory entrainment and subjects' responses regarding their appreciation of the dance or their attention to the dancer's muscles. It is possible that changes in the appreciation of the dance are more difficult to evaluate than other questions in *post hoc* questionnaires. In this vein, in future experiments, we could envisage to perform measures of skin conductivity to disentangle distinct aspects of emotional engagement, such as arousal (Rickard, [@B51]; Latulipe et al., [@B42]). It is also possible that breathing entrainment is independent from other aspects of movement. For example, in a recent study that investigates synchronization of breathing within a group, Codrons et al. ([@B14]) found that breathing synchronization occurs in the absence of movement synchronization. In future experiments we could consider to analyze covert motor simulation from the spectators by recording electromyographic activity of their muscles. In the same vein, it is possible that breathing synchronization does not play a role in spectator's overall enjoyment during a dance piece (by Gourfink). In future questionnaires we will attempt to break down the notion of enjoyment or pleasure into more specific components.

Time Perception and Subjective Engagement {#s4-2}
-----------------------------------------

Previous studies have established that altered states of consciousness can elicit modulations in the perception of time (e.g., Wittmann and van Wassenhove, [@B61]). In addition, although there is evidence of modulations of time perception by merely observing others' bodies (e.g., Sgouramani and Vatakis, [@B55]), so far, only a handful of studies have investigated how time perception can be modulated by perceiving slow biological motion, or viewing a person in an altered state of consciousness. Here, we hypothesized that entrainment by the extremely slow rhythm of Myriam Gourfink's work and/or the dancer's "slow" state of body-mind will produce a slowing down of the spectator's internal clock (reflected in time under-estimation) and that individual differences in spectating will correlate with the extent of this entrainment. We observed no differences between the estimation of time before and after spectating the performance (*p* = 0.436, *t* = 0.802) at the group level. However, an effect of underestimation of time after the performance is in some way suggested by the negative value of the estimation coefficient (*β* = −1.36). This will be verified in a follow-up experiment where more participants will be included.

In order to disentangle individual effects we correlated the time distortion scores for each subject with their agreement scores to four post-performance statements. We observed a marginally significant correlation of time distortion with the response regarding the liking of the performance (*r* = −0.57, *p* = 0.052). That is, the more a spectator liked the dance piece the stronger was the under-estimation effect following the performance. A correlation was also observed for the responses regarding paying attention to the dancers' muscular activity (*r* = −0.53, *p* \< 0.05). That is, the more subjects were attentive to the moving bodies of the dancer, the stronger was the following temporal under-estimation. Similarly the responses regarding paying attention to one's own breathing were correlated with time under-estimation (*r* = −0.52, *p* \< 0.05). All in all, our results suggest that spectators who were more engaged with the dance piece, who were kinesthetically attentive to the dancer's body movements, and who paid attention to their own breathing, experienced a temporal contraction effect. We suggest that the slowing down of the internal clock (an implicit rhythm), experienced as a contraction of objective time, is due to spectating Myriam Gourfink's particular choreographic style. We interpret this effect as an entrainment, that is, an attunement to the particularly slow rhythm of the choreography and/or the dancers' state. Importantly, this is only one possible interpretation of our results. Another, slightly different, interpretation can be that the slow movement of the dancer has a general effect of bringing down physiological arousal for everybody but that the strength of the effect depends of the level of the intercoptive focus of the spectator (attention to respiration). On the one hand, a number of recent studies have demonstrated an effect of observed slow movement (or implied low arousal body state) on temporal perception (Nather et al., [@B47]; Orgs et al., [@B48]; Sgouramani and Vatakis, [@B55]). It is worthwhile to note three important differences with the current work. First, here we used live rather than recorded images; second, our results establish a relationship between individual qualities of attention and the effect on temporal perception (to which we return below). Finally, these other studies quantified the effect of perceiving slow movement on the temporal perception of that same event or time interval, while here we quantified the effect of spectating (a very slow movement) on temporal perception of an independent event, presented after the experience of slow movement (demonstrating a lasting altered state). A recent study by Pollatos et al. ([@B49]) showed that an "introspective focus" condition (paying attention to the body and bodily reactions that might occur) strengthened time distortion more than an "exteroceptive focus" condition (carefully attending to visual details). So further experiments, including measuring arousal and giving an instruction to the participants regarding interoceptive or exteroceptive focus are required in order to asses the role of hypo arousal and that of interoceptive focus in temporal distortion after spectating.

Our study brings about more specific questions regarding the relationship between temporal distortion and specific subjective dimensions of spectating. The correlation between the contraction effect and increased attention to the body of the dancers suggests that at least part of this effect could be mediated via kinesthetic resonance. The relation between contraction effect and increased internally oriented attention is reminiscent of temporal contraction effects following certain forms of meditation (Glicksohn, [@B25]; Berkovich-Ohana et al., [@B2]) such as energy yoga. We speculate that the relationship between internally oriented attention and temporal contraction is observed when certain spectators attain a state of mind similar to the one of the dancers. In future studies we will look at dissecting which mechanisms allow this sharing of body-mind states. The lack of correlation between the spectators' attention to the dancers' breathing and changes in temporal perception contrasts with the results of the first experiment. Given the differences in the testing conditions it is hard to draw any conclusions from these differences.

General Discussion {#s4-3}
------------------

In cognitive neuroscience, entrainment has been proposed as a notion that could help in the understanding of dynamic intersubjective engagement. Here, we focus our study on a dance style whose observation could have particular physiological and cognitive effects on the spectator. We proposed two notions of entrainment, one physiological and another cognitive, which were quantified accordingly. We selected specific questions to investigate distinct aspects of the subjective experience of the spectators during the performance: her/his emotional engagement (question 1); attention to the dancer's muscles (2); attention to the dancer's breathing (3) and attention to her/his own breathing (question 4). We found both types of entrainment to be related to the subjective responses of the spectators. A remaining, intriguing question is the relationship between these two types of entrainment. Does breathing synchronization play a role in the slowing of the internal clock? To address this question we are currently running experiments in which both dimensions are quantified concomitantly. Our subjective measure was based on *post hoc* reports, and this might be a limitation in this study. We are now implementing an on-line method to capture the dynamically unfolding subjective experience during performance, and correlate it with our physiological measures.

Above and beyond the interpretation of our specific findings, this study demonstrates the feasibility of, and challenges faced by, a quantitative, situated methodology to study physiological and cognitive changes during dance spectating and the importance of a phenomenologically informed analysis of these changes.

A variable that we did not controlled was gender. As pointed by a reviewer, there is evidence that gender has an effect on spectating on both subjective and physiological levels (Hanna, [@B29]; Calvo-Merino et al., [@B8]; Hugill et al., [@B32]). This issue was beyond the scope of our study but could be of interest in future research.

In this study we made use of the specific style of Myriam Gourfink's dance but did not address the question of the specificity of her style to the experience of spectating. One natural extension of this work will be to investigate to what extent entrainment can also be found in cases of other dance styles. In addition, our approach poses a number on non-trivial challenges which our study could address only partially. One major question is that of a control condition. Control conditions are often included in laboratory experiments in order to allow researchers to isolate the specific dimension they want to study. It is not trivial, on both conceptual and practical grounds, to establish definitive control conditions when studying spectating in an ecological paradigm. Given the multiplicity of factors that constitute a specific dance event and the relationship between them, how does one go about to construct an event that is similar on all dimensions but one? Can or should this eventual control condition still be considered as an ecological event? When, as in experiment 2, the study takes place in conjunction with a full production, the cost and logistics of creating a control condition are prohibitive. It is however important to keep in mind that in the studies reported here the issue of control is not central since we were not primarily interested in testing the specificity of Gourfink's work but in evaluating the relationship between first- and third-person dimensions of a spectating experience.

On the epistemological side, qualitative research in humanities guided our experimental research. The quantitative approach can help us to understand the relationship between different dimensions of spectating observed in phenomenological and aesthetic studies of Myriam Gourfink's work (for example between the temporal and body awareness effects). Our approach and results, in the tradition of the neurophenomological perspective, highlight the importance and potential of a constant exchange between (third-person) experimental cognitive science, qualitative research in the humanities, and (first-person) "practice as research" experience. Experimental science is not conceived as a way to validate qualitative research nor is it suggested that subjective experience can or should be reduced to observable neurophysiological data. Instead, concepts, methods and findings from these different fields can, and should be, mutually informative and possibly interwoven in an inter-disciplinary porosity that will positively challenge and enrich research in these different perspectives.
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